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Historic Ships –
what are they?

A historic ship is a ship which has survived its purpose..
Nearly all ships ever built have been destroyed,
either by nature or by man. Only a few have
survived. Some of them might be wrecks; others are
preserved more or less in their original condition.
A historic ship is an old lady, no matter whether
she is called Anna or Arthur, Elisabeth or Edward.
Most historic ships are beautiful, charming,
lovely, distinguished – and expensive.
Historic ships are unique monuments of cultural heritage.
You ﬁnd them in the open sea, in harbours, on lakes or
in rivers. But as they have always been moveable, these
monuments have often been regarded as less valuable
than buildings ashore. There is no reason for that.
Ships have connected people; they have brought
us our food, carried our goods and given incomes
to most societies. Seafarers shipped cultural
inﬂuences across the seas. The maritime cultures and
traditions united people living far away from each
other. The historic ship is a book for reading and
understanding cultural exchange and development.
Historic ships attract people.
Anna af Sand, launched in Norway 1848 and used for
carrying goods such as salted herring to the Baltic.
© Stavanger Maritime Museum, Norway.

Bohuslän passenger steamer built in Sweden 1913-14.
© Bill Östring 1992, SMM (National Maritime Museums of Sweden).

Sołdek cargo ship launched in Poland 1948.
© The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk.

Brita Leth schooner built in Denmark 1911.
© Dieter Betz.
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Connecting People –
Historic Role
of Ships in Society

Originally it was much easier to travel or to carry
goods in a vessel on the water rather than trying to
do the same thing via land. Roads were either nonexistent or in poor condition. Thus early human
settlements tended to be located beside water – by
the sea, a river, a stream or a lake. It was this water
that connected man to the world around him – and
the ship was his tool for trade, travel and warfare.
Over time human society developed and became
still more diversiﬁed and specialised. So did the ship.
Slowly but surely distinct diﬀerences developed
between ships with diﬀerent purposes: the merchant
vessel, the passenger ship, ﬁshing boat and
the Man of War. There is a direct line between the
vessels of the Vikings and the container vessels or
the giant ferries crossing the Baltic today. Despite
an enormous variety in construction, design and
basic technique the purpose of modern vessels
is exactly the same as it has always been.
Kuronian ﬁshing vessels.
© Leidykla “Libra Memelensis” Klajpėda, Lithuania.

The Sea Stallion a replica Viking longship under
sail, built 2000-2004 in Denmark.
© Werner Karrasch, The Viking Ship Museum, Denmark.

Oasis of the Seas, cruise ship built in Finland 2009.
© Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd.

Ship portrait of the sailing vessel Emilie Heyse, 1871.
© The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk.

Destroyer Błyskawica built in England 1937. The vessel served in the Polish navy
during World War Two and is now preserved as a museum ship in Gdynia.
© Robert Domżał, The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk.
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Diversity

The diversity of vessels from around the Baltic Sea region
comes from the extreme and variable environmental
conditions. For instance on the southern coastline
ice is quite a rare phenomenon whereas further
north in the Gulf of Bothnia the sea may be covered
by ice for almost six months of the year.
Whenever or wherever a ship or a boat was built the
intention was to produce a vessel to suit local conditions.
Was it the open sea with prevailing winds and wave
conditions, or an estuary, lagoon, river, fjord or a lake?
And what was the speciﬁc purpose for which the vessel
was built – for trade or for war, or perhaps for ﬁshing
along diﬀerent coastlines? The availability of local building
resources, the supply and type of materials and technology
also determined the physical character of the vessel.
Shipbuilding techniques and traditions have existed
simultaneously and there are often diﬀerent building
traditions within one region. In the Baltic Sea
region, there are still those who build their vessels
as they were built a thousand years ago.
Lagoon boat Loma from the southern Baltic.
© The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk

The Emajôe-Peipsi (Jômmu) is a unique example of a lodje or river barge.
In Estonia these barges have sailed the inland waters for over 600 years,
from the time of the Hansa until the mid-twentieth century.
© Emajôe River Barge Society.

The Vityaz originally built as a dry cargo ship in 1939 in Bremerhaven in Germany.
From 1949 until 1979 the vessel served in the USSR as a scientiﬁc-research ship.
© Museum of the World Ocean, Kaliningrad.

The Estonian icebreaker Suur Tõll built in Stettin 1914.
© Kate Newland.

Fishing trawlers in Iceland.
© Robert Domżał, The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk.
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Ships and Harbours
European history is built on ports.
For hundreds of years vessels from all
over the world loaded and unloaded
their cargoes using an impressive
infrastructure that combined warehouses,
sheds, cranes and piers right at the
centre of major cities and towns.
Like all ships that go to sea, historic
ships need harbours as well. Not only to
maintain all their gear and equipment, but
to preserve the traditional skills of sailing.
Today many historic vessels are moored in
special museum harbours, often built and
maintained on a voluntary basis. In recent
decades this concept has turned out to
be very successful, and the upkeep of
historic ships and harbours is increasingly
regarded as a “people’s movement”.
Regattas and other public events held
in historic harbours are some of the
practical ways in which historic vessels can
be put on display to demonstrate their
traditional uses. For the wider public,
participation in such events may oﬀer
the perfect opportunity to experience
maritime heritage at ﬁrst hand.

The Russian research vessel Vityaz
and the Kosmonavt Victor Patsaev, now moored
at the museum harbour in Kaliningrad.
© Museum of the World Ocean, Kaliningrad.

Svendborg Harbour, Denmark.
© Morten Hahn-Pedersen,
The Fisheries and Maritime Museum, Denmark.

The Tall Ships’ Race in Klaipėda 2009.
© Laisvunas Kavaliauskas, Department of Heritage Protection,
Klaipėda District, Lithuania.

Nordsteam Stavanger, Norway 2008.
© Jes Kroman, Skibsbevaringfonden.

Denmark 2008
© Jes Kroman, Skibsbevaringfonden.
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Preservation and
Maintenance

In the early days all the necessary knowledge
needed in shipbuilding was handed over from
master to apprentice. The character of the skills
required has, however, changed dramatically in the
last hundred years. Today the knowledge of using,
building and restoring old ships is in short supply
and skilled labour is an endangered species.
In recent decades abandoned industrial sites
have re-opened successfully as places for some
of these traditional activities. The revitalizing
of old skills at shipyards and workshops,
combined with history and resources of the place
itself, oﬀers possibilities to study and exhibit
shipbuilding skills in an authentic environment.
The re-use of shipyards can also give a better
understanding of the traditional skills involved
through diﬀerent educational projects. Such activities
not only give a new life to historic ships, but also help
to highlight the value of shipbuilding as an important
part of our industrial history and maritime past.
The restoration of the Alma (built 1882) using traditional
shipbuilding techniques in Helsinki, Finland.
© Alma Project, Helsinki, Finland.

The Old Galley Dockyard at Suomenlinna, Finland.
© The Governing Body of Suomenlinna.

Voluntary workers at Suomenlinna Dockyard.
© The Governing Body of Suomenlinna.

Two carpenters at work at the Suomenlinna Dockyard.
© Hannu Matikka, National Board of Antiquities, Finland.

The ice-breaker Sankt Erik built in 1915 as the Isbrytaren
II. It became a museum ship in 1980 and is now moored
beside the Vasa Museum in Stockholm.
© Maria Ljunggren, SMM (National Maritime Museums of Sweden).
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Sources of History
For the development of humanity and the discovery of
the earth, ships have played an exceptional role. Historical
events and human fates combine with the names of
ships and boats. The Estonia and the Wilhelm Gustloﬀ
are synonyms for catastrophes and human sorrow.
Historic ships are often objects of national
identity or represent the distribution of religion
and ideology. The Aurora is a national symbol
for the October Revolution and stands for the
breakthrough of Communism internationally.
Systematic documentation and research of historic ships
gives additional information that can be used in restoration
work. Vasa is an example of a ship that provides
a comprehensive understanding of our maritime history.
The preservation of our historic ships should be a goal
for all nations, to be undertaken by public institutions,
politicians and non-governmental organisations together.
The passenger ferry Estonia sank on Wednesday, 28 September
1994 with the tragic loss of 852 lives.
© The Estonian Maritime Museum

The Aurora played a signiﬁcant role in the October Revolution in 1917;
her crew refused orders to put to sea and ﬁred at the Winter Palace.
The vessel is now preserved as a museum ship in St. Petersburg, Russia.
© Vargher, Wikimedia Commons

Vasa is the Swedish warship launched in 1628,
the vessel sank during her maiden voyage.
The ship and its extensive contents have been
instrumental in providing information about
seventeenth century shipbuilding techniques, naval
warfare, and the lives of people on board.
© Stefan Evensen, SMM (National Maritime Museum of Sweden).

During the Middle Ages many towns used
a detailed motif of a cog on their oﬃcial seals
and these have provided important evidence
for the study of cog construction.
© The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk.
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People Behind
Historic Ships

Behind every historic ship there are people with
their own particular love and passion for these
vessels who have the courage to take ﬁnancial
risks and sometimes even have a certain amount
of lunacy. Many skills are required to restore and
maintain ships successfully for future generations.
It requires good organisation as well as a detailed
knowledge of ships and seafaring, unlimited
enthusiasm and willingness for teamwork.
There can be immense diﬃculties associated with
the preservation of historic ships. The purchase of
an old vessel brings many hopes and challenges
with it; usually these cannot be mastered by one
individual alone. People with a special interest
in the traditions of maritime history have formed
interest groups, associations and foundations
in order to face these challenges united. Saving
historic ships is an exciting adventure for everyone
involved. Hard work, but great fun too!.

Restoring the mast of the Inga-Lill at Suomenlinna Dockyard, Finland.
© Hannu Matikka, National Board of Antiquities, Finland.

Captain Claes Insulander onboard Mariefred,
a passenger steamer built in Stockholm 1903.
© Claes Wollentz, SMM (National Maritime Museums of Sweden).

Denmark 2008.
© Jes Kroman, Skibsbevaringfonden.

Young women at work hoisting the main sail.
© Hannu Matikka, National Board of Antiquities, Finland.

Working together on board the Swedish ship Sarpen.
© Robert Domżał, The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk.
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Experiencing a Ship:
Maritime Education
and Training

Passing maritime traditions to future generations
is one of the most important tasks performed by
cultural institutions and associations concerned
with the preservation of historical ships. The last
ten years has seen an increased importance in
practical maritime education through activities such
as sail training and life on board historic ships.
Projects can involve diﬀerent marginalised
groups, but everyone is welcome to come and
learn about life on board ship. Sail training is
not only a great lesson about life under sail,
but can become the adventure of a lifetime.
Working together as a group is an important
factor that contributes to the participant’s sense of
responsibility for themselves and other crew members.
Working together: keeping watch, preparing food,
repairing sails and many other duties integrate
an often random group of individuals, bringing
them closer after one or two weeks at sea. This
educational and sometimes therapeutic experience
can aﬀect their lives in a very positive way.

Sailing with the Swedish vessel Sarpen in Gdańsk.
© Robert Domżał, The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk.

Children on board Folkvang, Norway.
© Ole Magnus Ellefsen.

Teenagers learning how to sail on Folkvang, Norway.
© Ole Magnus Ellefsen.

Kuronian ﬁshing vessel visiting Szczecin Lagoon 2007.
© Robert Domżał, The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk.
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Cultural Tourism

Historic vessels are often major attractions. They interest
visitors from diﬀerent age groups, social backgrounds
and knowledge. For tourists historic ships can
bring back memories, they can educate, and oﬀer
challenging experiences and adventures. As historic
ships are diﬃcult and expensive to maintain, tourism
can also create a way to ﬁnance the costly repairs
and renovations necessary for their upkeep.
Many historic vessels have been given a new life
through tourism. Maritime museums and private
owners have ships, some of which are still sailing and in
good working condition, others are preserved as static
museum objects. In Stockholm the museum ship Vasa
has become one of the foremost tourist attractions in
the world attracting over one million visitors annually.
Maritime festivals and regattas such as Baltic Sails,
the Steamers’ Regatta and the Tall Ships’ Races,
attract hundreds of thousands of spectators. During
these festivals the hosting ports are full of visitors,
workshops and events oﬀering opportunities to
experience historic ships and maritime heritage.
Lithuanian ﬁshing vessels exhibited ashore
at the Lithuanian Sea Museum in Klaipėda.
© Hannu Matikka, National Board of Antiquities, Finland.

The Nordsteam Festival celebrating historic steamships in Stavanger, Norway 2008.
© Jes Kroman, Skibsbevaringfonden.

Kieler Woche an annual event for historic vessels in Kiel, Germany.
© Michael Paarmann, Landesamt für Denkmalpﬂege Schleswig-Holstein.

Participants of the Tall Ships’ Race moored in the
central harbour at Kotka, Finland 2007.
© Erik Tirkkonen, Maritime Museum of Finland.

Kuronian ﬁshing vessels moored at Klaipėda, 2009
© Laisvunas Kavaliauskas, Department of Heritage Protection, Klaipėda District, Lithuania.
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Baltic Ships –
Significant Cultural
Monuments Afloat

The aim of the 100 Baltic Ships’ list is to compile
a representative selection of preserved vessels used
in our territorial waters. Its purpose, however, is not to
search and debate over the most original, important or
valuable preserved historic ship in the Baltic Sea region.
The objectives of the 100 ships list are:
• To collect and present information on preserved
historic vessels in order to highlight the richness
of the preserved ships in The Baltic Sea States.
• To promote the value and importance of historic
ships to a wider audience and to decision-makers
• To raise awareness and understanding of
restoring and maintaining historic vessels.

The B-413 submarine built at the Novo-Admiralteisky
shipyard in Leningrad 1968.
© Museum of the World Ocean, Kaliningrad.

Cap San Diego, a bulk carrier built in Germany 1962.
The vessel has been preserved as a ﬂoating monument by
the City of Hamburg where it is open to the public.
© Joachim Kaiser.

Vika II, freight ship built in 1946 at Stockholm for Skånska
Cement, forerunner of the Skanska company.
© Erik Holmberg, c.1968 SMM (National Maritime Museums of Sweden).

Sankt Erik an ice-breaker built in 1915, now preserved as a museum
ship and moored beside the Vasa Museum in Stockholm.
© Claes Wollentz, SMM (National Maritime Museums of Sweden).

Savonlinna built as a passenger steamer in 1904, Finland.
© The Savonlinna Provincial Museum.
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Cultural Heritage –
Contemporary Challenge

Ship preservation is a relatively new discipline among the
Baltic Sea countries. So far it is mainly small vessels built
for local or coastal trades that have been taken care of.
The larger ships serve a much bigger challenge and it is
unrealistic to expect each country to preserve a representative
selection of these. The Working Group for Coastal Culture
and Maritime Heritage within the Baltic Sea co-operation
has started to work with ship preservation, initially to see if
it is possible to ﬁnd some sensible way to co-operate in the
contemporary challenge of the preservation of big ships.
The traditional general cargo ﬂeet that has been preserved
so far is rather impressive. However, there are other
categories of ships which are much more important to
focus on in the years to come. First of all this should
be diﬀerent types of passenger ships or ferries. Other
obvious missing categories would be tankers and deep
sea ﬁshing vessels. In the future we will also have to focus
on the huge oﬀshore ﬂeet and the container ﬂeet.
GTS Finnjet, built in Finland in 1977, this ship was the fastest,
longest and largest car ferry ever built, and the only one
ever to have been powered by gas turbine engines.
© Maritime Museum of Finland.

GTS Finnjet, being scrapped at Alang, India September 2009.
© Dhiraj Shing, MV Photos.

The deep sea ﬁshing vessel MS Polarbris, built 1989.
© Polabris.

MS Gunnar Langva built in Norway for purse
seining and pelagic trawling, 2003.
© Aalesunds Rederiforening.

The tanker Skotland built at Gothenburg in 1926.
Scrapped in Hamburg 1954.
© Hansen-Pedersen Collection, SMM (National Maritime Museums of Sweden).

Container ship, Aarhus, Denmark.
© Morten Hahn-Pedersen, The Fisheries and Maritime Museum, Denmark.
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Stern Gallery (read photos left to right). 1. Pommern, Åland Islands © National Board of Antiquities, Finland. | 2. Vasa, Sweden © Robert Domżał, The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk. | 3. Marita, Finland © Hannu Matikka, National Board of Antiquities, Finland. | 4. Nordsteam, Norway © Jes Kroman | 5. Husum, Germany
© Landesamt für Denkmalpﬂege Schleswig-Holstein. | 6. Dar Pormorza, Poland © Rober Domżał, The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk. | 7. Traditionsschiﬀ Typ Frieden, Germany © Landesamt für Denkmalpﬂege Schleswig-Holstein. | 8. Błyskawica (H34), Poland © Jerzy Litwin, The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk. | 9. Replica Viking
vessel, Roskilde © Robert Domżał, The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk. | 10. Bessie-Ellen, Denmark © Jes Kroman | 11. Elgö, Finland © Hannu Matikka, National Board of Antiquities, Finland. | 12. Container ship, Aarhus, Denmark © Morten Hahn-Pedersen, The Fisheries and Maritime Museum, Denmark. | 13. Tommi, Finland
© Hannu Matikka, National Board of Antiquities, Finland. | 14. Sołdek, Poland © Robert Domżał, The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk. | 15. Salama, Finland © Hannu Matikka, National Board of Antiquities, Finland. | 16. Queen Mary 2, Hamburg, © Landesamt für Denkmalpﬂege Schleswig-Holstein. | 17. Haabet, Denmark © Jes Kroman. |
18. Santtu, Finland © Hannu Matikka, National Board of Antiquities, Finland. | 19. Götheborg, Sweden © Hannu Matikka, National Board of Antiquities, Finland. | 20. Freja, Finland © Hannu Matikka, National Board of Antiquities, Finland. | 21. Turso, Finland © Hannu Matikka, National Board of Antiquities, Finland.
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